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The nifty-sized miniature follow-up to the international bestseller Wreck This Journalâ€”perfect for

die-hard wreckers wherever they are in the world!Featuring dozens of new activities as well as

some of the most popular prompts from the original, Wreck This Journal Everywhere will have you

travelling the city streets and country byways, filling the pages with man-made and natural objects,

recording what you see, drawing, doodlingâ€”and destroying pages as you go. Perfect for sliding in

your pocket or stuffing in your bag, Wreck This Journal Everywhere is the ideal creative

companion.To create is to destroy. Happy wrecking!
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Let me start by saying keri smith is my second favorite author. I love crafts and I was so excited to

find out that she was writing another wreck this journal but wreck it everywhere. It is smaller than the

other ones so it basically travel size. Slide it into a pocket or into a purse. It about the size of the

length of your middle finger down to your thumb but a little bit smaller. It is like a little notepad about

three and a half inches. I think it is much different then the wreck this journal in size and prompts but

there are six or seven prompts that are similar to regular wreck this journal first thing that is similar

that I noticed Stain log, Pokes holes in page, Rub dirt here page and a few others. But over all this

is similar style of how she made the books with prompts and all but not a different version of wreck

this journal it's has many new ideas and a few old ones.I love the size I like the new prompts such

get this page stamped by someone (post office) I think there are a lot of new ideas. Only thing I

mean that is slightly annoying is there is four pages of the same thing that says wreck this book in



your own choosing and document it. It's a small book so in a way you want as many activities you

can get in your book as possible.It is interesting I wish the book was five dollars because it seems

like it should really cost that much. I would recommend it the fans of wreck this book as well as

teens. I don't know if I would recommend it to people over twenty four because it seems like it is

more for teens rather than adults. I don't know if an adult would collect bugs and stick them on a

page. But it seems fun over all and I would buy it again!
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